
About this clock 
 
This is a dozenal clock, taking advantage of the number base “twelve” already used 
in the standard clock of most countries, indicated by the twelve major divisions on 
the clock’s face. 
 
In the dozenal number base, 10 means one dozen, not ten. Accordingly, single 
numerals are needed for the decimal number base’s ten and eleven. Different pairs 
are found on the clock faces here. The official pair of the Dozenal Society of 
America and the Dozenal Society of Great Britain is ® and †. They may be found at 
menu: Clock  Bottom start  Pitman. (There are various systems of names for 
dozenal numbers.) 
 
In what follows, where necessary, a subscript z indicates the dozenal number base 
(counting by dozens), and a subscript d the decimal number base (counting by 
tens). 
 

—————— 
 
This clock reinvents time reckoning by extending dozenal principles throughout. 
The distance between adjacent numerals on the clock face is divided into a number 
of equal parts that divides evenly into a dozen. There is space on most clocks for 
six divisions; this one uses two, four, and a dozen. The five divisions on the 
traditional clock face reflect the decimal number base. 
 
A few other changes are seen in the dozenal clock. A basic one is the circulation of 
the short red hand, the slowest. It goes around the clock once a day, not twice. 
Each successively faster hand makes one cycle around the clock in d1/12 the time 
of the next slower hand. Therefore, the long red hand goes around the clock once 
every 2 hours (in standard terms), the short black hand once every d10 minutes, 
and the long black hand once every d50 seconds. (There are various names for 
these units that take advantage of the dozenal number base.) 
 
It’s not ideal, however, to think of this method of time reckoning in the standard 
way or as a translation from it. Each hand represents a digit of a dozenal number, 
with a dozen dozen dozen units in a day. Those being z1000, noon (half a day) is 
z600, and 6:00 PM (three-quarters of a day) is z900, that being three-quarters of 
z1000. 
 
Of the common “nine-to-five” day, the dozenal clock’s equivalent is z460 to 860. 
 

—————— 
 
Both dozenal and traditional methods are shown digitally in the boxes under the 
clock. The two dozenal numerals after the dot (the dozenal point, sometimes 
indicated by a semi-colon instead of a period) change, from left to right, every 



d1/12 of d50 seconds and every d1/12 of that. The rightmost digit isn’t often 
necessary, because it changes at a speed faster than is usually needed. 
 
A sufficient digital display in this method of dozenal time reckoning may therefore 
comprise three digits to the left of the point and one to the right. It may readily be 
seen that with four digits, the dozenal method indicates a time difference down to 
d4 1/6 seconds. The traditional clock’s d24-hour method takes five digits (including a 
leading zero when necessary) to indicate a longer difference, d10 seconds. The 
standard unit of a second does not, of course, exist in the dozenal method. 
 

—————— 
 
Another change in the dozenal clock is the placement of the numerals at a rotation 
half-way around the face from their traditional position. The start of the day is 
thus at the bottom of the clock. 
 
Because the day starts at midnight, the slowest, shortest hand points then (along 
with all the others for that instant) to where the sun is approximately, if the clock 
is held or placed upright, as on a computer monitor. Because that hand goes 
around the clock only once a day, the dozenal clock’s orientation seems more 
appropriate than the one in which the hands point upwards at midnight. At z600 
(noon on the traditional clock) the dozenal clock’s slowest hand points straight 
upwards. 

—————— 
 
You may select either orientation of the clock face and from several options for 
the numerals between nine and a dozen. The DSGB version (menu: Clock  Top 
start  DSGB) is the only one to divide the day first into two and then by twelve, 
as the traditional clock does. That keeps the sense of AM and PM. The DSGB clock 
also keeps the traditional orientation of noon and midnight at the top. 
 
You may also hide one or more of the three fastest hands, although that isn’t 
recommended for the full experience of the nested dozens that the clock uses. 
 

—————— 
 
This clock was designed by Paul Rapoport and realized by Rodrigo Flores and Tom 
Cassidy of Aesthetic Web Solutions. It was completed at the end of December 2012. 
At that time it was not recommended to use the clock with the web browser 
Internet Explorer. On most tablets and phones, the clock worked well, although the 
fastest, longest hand may have jumped more than it glided. 
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